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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10072-10107
201 PERSONALITY FILE ACTION REQUEST

TO: RID/201 Section  Room CA-20  Tube Address  DJ-6

FROM: RID/C R FOR  OFFICE  PHONE  TUBE ADDRESS

1. TYPE ACTION  X  2. FILE RESTRICTION  Y  3. PERMANENT CHANGE  X

4. TRUE NAME  ZMITROOK, RIMA

5. 201 No. 803914

NAME VARIANTS AND TELECODES (see instructions, Item 6)

TYPE  (Last)  (First)  (Middle)

M  SHIRAKOVA, RIMA

7. SEX  M  8. DATE OF BIRTH  9. COUNTRY OF BIRTH

D  19 JAN 39  USSR

10. CITY/TOWN OF BIRTH  MOSCOW

11. CITIZENSHIP  USSR

12. OCCUPATION (closer code)  PROF.

13. DOCUMENT SYMBOL & NUMBER  D8A-69115

14. DATE OF ISSUE  17 AUG 66

15. RESIDENCE  USSR, MOSCOW E-123 APT. 31

16. COMMENTS (text for index cards)

HUSBAND, VALERIY ZMITROOK, BORN 29 OCT 37, ENGINEER

STUDENT, SHOT FIGURES IN WARREN REPORT AS ENTOURIST

GUIDE PROVIDED FOR LEE OSWALD ON HIS ARRIVAL IN MOSCOW IN OCT 59. PHOTOGRAPHS ATTACHED

18. COUNTRY OF LOCATION CODE  USSR

19. ACTION DELEG  SC/CI/K

20. SECONDARY DELEG. CODE

21. INFORMATION ADDRESSES

22. CRYPTOGRAPHY

HAND CARRY OR FORWARD BY TUBE IF TRUE NAME APPEARS ABOVE.

23. SIGNATURE OF REQUESTER

\[\text{Signature}\]

201 No. 803914

\(\text{SECRET}\)

\(\text{SECRET}\)
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